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yes. there is a documented, positive relationship between the increasing concentrations of blood
lipids and decreasing concentrations of hdl-c. atherosclerosis is, in part, due to the accumulation of
low-density lipoprotein (ldl) and/or its oxidized form (ox-ldl) within the arterial wall. hdl-c promotes

the return of cholesterol to the liver for excretion via reverse cholesterol transport. by increasing the
ratio of hdl-c/total cholesterol the potential detrimental effect of ldl and ox-ldl accumulation within

the vessel wall is diminished. this is probably the major mechanism whereby hdl-c reduces the risk of
atherosclerosis. clinicians should, whenever possible, conduct focused history-taking and physical

examination to help identify specific or systemic causes of the pain. many people with radiating leg
pain have found relief of the pain when shown how the problem is affecting everyday activities, and
sometimes that can be enough to identify the specific cause. some people with a certain type of leg

pain feel better when they know how their pain is affecting their sleep, because improving sleep may
help to decrease the pain. some blogs and weblogs are publicly visible, and some are moderated.
public blogs may be edited by the author(s) or may be partially or entirely viewable by non-author

users of the blog. example of a high traffic public weblog and a high traffic private weblog are known
as weblogs. weblogs provide a more open, interactive learning environment than blogs. the

popularity of social networking websites such as facebook and twitter has increased the number of
people engaging in informal education, learning from family, friends, and the community. social

media have also been used to support academic learning and teaching [ 32 ]. for example,
cybereviews have been used as a medium to publish video case reviews of clinical cases [ 33 ].
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thus, the aim of the present study was to describe the integration of such tools into australian heis
through a series of interviews with senior academic administrators and experts in the field of digital
learning. since 2007, the university of sydney's school of medicine has embarked on an ambitious e-
learning platform in response to international trends in the adoption of digital technologies in heis [

25 ]. we also conducted interviews with some of the people who had worked on this project, to gain a
deeper understanding of the technical aspects of using wikis, blogs and podcasts within the context
of the school of medicine's e-learning initiative. although homenet is used in more than 70 heis in
more than 50 countries, the term 'wikiversity' has hitherto not been explicitly adopted by homenet
activists. recently, however, the term has received increased attention and the idea of 'wikiversity'
has been widely discussed, to the point that wikiversity has been proposed as a template platform
for the global creation of wikipedias, homenets and wikipedia-like communities. the university of

sydney's school of medicine has also been collaborating with some leading wikiversity administrators
and members, and all together are exploring ways to link homenet with the international wikiversity
community. study participants were recruited by snowball sampling from a preliminary sample list of

known wiki users or by the snowball method. sampling continued until saturation of themes was
achieved. interviews were conducted from april to september 2008 and were carried out in australia

and new zealand, with university participants in sydney and auckland, and the homenet admin in
melbourne. the interview schedule included questions about the participants' general background,
the development of homenet, and their experiences using wikis and other web-based technologies.
interviews were tape recorded, transcribed and converted to.dot format. this manuscript adheres to

the rats guidelines for reporting of qualitative research [ 27 ]. 5ec8ef588b
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